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		Preventing Frozen Pipes and What to Do if You Experience Frozen Pipes

		Published on February 13, 2024

		Do you know what to do in case of a frozen pipe?

Read our article to learn how to prepare your house pipes ahead of winter. The earlier you prepare, the better, in case of an unexpected freeze event.
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		What Causes High Water Pressure and How Do I Fix It?

		Published on April 10, 2023

		Did you know:

Water pressure is primarily due to the elevation of storage tanks relative to the elevation of your home.
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		How Do Water Towers Work?

		Published on April 10, 2023

		Did you ever wonder how water tanks work?

Charlotte Water (CLTWater) employees dedicate their efforts to delivering safe, reliable water from the river to the tap. CLTWater has 11 elevated storage tanks. Our water treatment operators fill the tanks each night to prepare for morning use. Each day they refill as needed.
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